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EIC Science

“An EIC can uniquely address three profound questions about nucleons – neutrons and protons – and how they 
are assembled to form the nuclei of atoms:

• How does the mass of the nucleon arise?

• How does the spin of the nucleon arise?

• What are the emergent properties of dense systems of gluons?

…

An EIC is timely and has the support of the nuclear science community.” – 2018 NAS assessment of EIC science.
3



EIC Science – Just two examples

The study of gluons in polarized and unpolarized nucleons and nuclei is at the core of EIC science,

Drives detector requirements, including the need for large acceptance, low-mass, precision tracking 
and vertexing. 4



EIC Facility

Design Goals:
• High Luminosity: L= 1033 – 1034cm-2s-1, 

10 – 100 fb-1/year
• Highly Polarized Beams:  70%
• Large Center of Mass Energy Range: 

Ecm = 29 – 140 GeV
• Large Ion Species Range:  protons –

Uranium
• Large Detector Acceptance and Good 

Background Conditions
• Possibility of a Second Interaction 

Region (IR)
Here, focus on silicon tracking at the IP(s)
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EIC Collision Environment

EIC

Photoproduction is the dominant cross-section; well known,
2 orders below RHIC, LHC 6



EIC Collision Environment

EIC

Likewise, particle multiplicities are known and well below those at the hadron colliders,
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EIC Collision Environment

EIC

L ~ 1033(34)cm-2s-1 implies a ~50 (500) kHz collision-event rate,
<<  EIC bunch cross crossing rate
~ similar to µs integration times
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EIC – Central Detector View  

High luminosity drives the need for a compact device, ~ 9m along the beam axes,
Large acceptance required by the science drives the need for (very) careful integration,
Combination with calorimetry and PID drives the need for a compact tracking subsystem.
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EIC Project Detector Environment

CORE

Detector Proposal Advisory Panel (DPAP) reviewed three proposals; ATHENA, CORE, and ECCE,

Finds that ATHENA and ECCE fulfill all requirements for a Detector 1, i.e. NAS science case,
none of the collaborations is strong or large enough to develop Detector 1 for Day 1

Recommended ECCE as Detector 1 in Spring 2022 – adopted by the EIC Project as Reference. 10



EIC SC – lead-up to YR and proposals
The EIC silicon consortium grew out of EIC generic detector R&D projects eRD16 and eRD18 → eRD25:

EIC silicon consortium is open and welcomes new collaborators,

Main contacts:  Laura Gonella of the University of Birmingham – l.gonella@bham.ac.uk
Giacomo Contin of INFN Trieste – giacomo.contin@ts.infn.it
Ernst Sichtermann of Berkeley Lab – epsichtermann@lbl.gov

Mailing list: https://lists.bnl.gov/mailman/listinfo/eic-rd-silicon-l
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EIC SC – lead-up to YR and proposals
The EIC silicon consortium aims to bring together the expertise/experience and overall strength:

G. Contin et al NIM A 907 (2018) 60-80

STAR HFT: ALICE ITS2:

J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 41 (2014) 087002 

sPHENIX: MVTX

Ming Liu, later in this workshop

with the overarching goal to develop and construct a full tracking and vertexing detector subsystem 
for the EIC detector(s) based on 65nm MAPS sensors.
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EIC SC – lead-up to YR and proposals
• performed extensive simulations for the Yellow Report baseline tracking configurations; both the hybrid and the all-

silicon options,

• surveyed and selected most suitable sensor technology – ITS3 65nm MAPS technology,
• https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7449/contributions/35954/
• https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7449/contributions/35955/
• Note: ALICE ITS3 will be discussed later in this workshop by Sanghoon Lim (Pusan National University)

• joined / are joining the ITS3 effort,

• developed the initial CAD models for the ATHENA and ECCE proposals,

• investigated service options and model  for simulations

• developed initial cost and schedule for the R&D phase to TDR,

• developed initial cost and schedule for all proposals,
• Schedule works with multiple construction sites so construction proceeds in parallel – sites to be determined,

• predominantly joined the ATHENA proto-collaboration; since became founding members of EPIC.
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EIC Project Detector Reference

ECCE proposed re-use of the 1.4 T BaBar solenoidal field intrinsically limits the tracking performance 

compared to ATHENA 3T field (as is the case also compared to CORE),

Layout of the barrel relies on a combination of closely spaced vertex and sagitta MAPS layers and 

outer MPGD and AC-LGAD layers for momentum resolution; intrinsically very sensitive to 

assumptions on material in the sagitta layers as well as resolution in the MPGD and AC-LGAD layers.
14



EIC Project Detector Reference

ECCE thus intrinsically relies on combined system performance, e.g. tracking and Emcal in the 
electron going direction, to accomplish its physics goals,

The ECCE assumptions on material budget in the sagitta layers have proven too optimistic.
15



Tracking 101 – apologies to experts
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Tracking 101 – apologies to experts
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Tracking 101 – trade-offs for disks
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From Reference towards EPIC Baseline
Ways to recover YR performance, at least at mid-central and forward pseudo-rapidities,
• increase field strength, and/or
• reconfigure the barrel to introduce a precision point at outer radius (approx. 0.40 m), or
• pursue aggressive R&D to minimize material in the sagitta layers.

Barrel layers at radii rX0  of:

r0.05% = 36, 48, 120 mm

r0.25% = 270 mm,

r0.55% = 420 mm

Extended disk arrays as 
space permits.

Project is proceeding with magnet design that can reach a 1.7T, possibly 2T, field of a identical 
(BaBar) geometry,

EIC silicon consortium has proposed kapton-embedded MAPS sensor R&D for FY23 generic R&D.19



YR performance recovered with re-optimized barrel and forward disk configuration and new 1.7 field 
over the shown range (electron-arm performance is not recoverable and its envelope remains in flux),
Performance is robust against pixel-sizes currently under consideration for ALICE-ITS3 sensor.

EPIC internal, courtesy Wenqing Fan (LBNL)

From Reference towards EPIC Baseline
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ALICE ITS3
Sanghoon Lim (Pusan National University) will discuss ALICE ITS at this meeting later today,

The high-level basic goal is to replace the ITS2 vertexing layers with wafer-scale (280 by 
100mm), thinned, bent silicon sensors of 1D stitched reticles during CERN LS3,

This will then result in improved vertexing performance at low pT because of reduced power, 
services in the active area, mechanics, and proximity to the beampipe.
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ALICE ITS2 to ITS3 - material
ALICE, courtesy Giacomo Contin (INFN)
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ALICE ITS2 to ITS3 - material
ALICE, courtesy Giacomo Contin (INFN)
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ALICE ITS2 to ITS3 - material
ALICE, courtesy Giacomo Contin (INFN)
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ALICE ITS2 to ITS3 - material
ALICE, courtesy Giacomo Contin (INFN)
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ITS3 - EIC

The path to an EIC detector based on 65nm MAPS technology thus 
requires us to develop:

• ITS3-like vertexing layers:
• Re-use ITS3 sensor as is,
• Adapt ITS3 subsystem concept to the EIC radii (R&D),

• EIC Large Area Sensor (LAS) variant(s) for the staves and disks,
• EIC LAS, i.e. ITS3 sensor size optimized for high yield, low cost, large 

area coverage,
• EIC LAS will be stitched, but not to wafer scale.  The functionality and 

interfaces are to stay the same as the ITS3 sensor,
• Size(s) of the EIC LAS are to be defined based on the yield of the 

stitching process and requirements for full coverage,
• Conventional carbon fiber support structures with integrated cooling.
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Algorithms to lay out EIC LAS sensors to cover staves disks:

currently indeed favor a cross-pattern to accommodate the varying and offset EIC beam opening,
complemented with a “picket fence” like arrangement to cover the disks,

Aim to keep the EIC-LAS peripheries at larger radii,

Ongoing studies to optimize / minimize the number of EIC-LAS variants.

EIC LAS – for staves and disks

Example configurations 
for two of the disks;
blue-colored and red-
colored LAS could be 
mounted on alternate 
sides of the disks.
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Project R&D for the EPIC detector is carried out since FY22 by the EIC Silicon Consortium in the 
framework of eRD104, eRD111, and (new for FY23) eRD113;

• eRD104 Services reduction – investigate methods to significantly reduce the services load for an 
EIC MAPS based tracking detector,
• Powering system,

• Readout system,

• eRD111 Si tracker – development of a full tracking detector solution compared of next 
generation 65 nm MAPS sensors,
• Forming modules from stitched sensors,

• Barrel and disks,
• Mechanics, integration, and cooling,

• eRD113 Sensor – development of the EIC MAPS LAS senor(s)
• Sensor design,

• Sensor characterization.

Positively/favorably reviewed past October 19-21, 2022 by the Detector Advisory Committee, c.f.
https://indico.bnl.gov/event/17159/

OF note, DAC recognized that “ITS2 appears to be close to no longer being a fallback option 
(development commensurate with ITS3)”.  

Awaiting formal report and funding. 

EIC SC – Project R&D
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FY23 goals:

• eRD104 Services reduction:

• Conceptual design of powering and readout schemes for the EPIC tracker,
• Initial assessment of components to inform selection,

• eRD111 Si tracker

• Define LAS sensor variants and associated module concepts,
• Detailed conceptual design of vertex layers, staves and disks,
• Advanced CAD model for the EPIC tracker,

• Analysis of cooling options,

• eRD113 Sensor
• Develop EIC specific circuit blocks and contribute to ITS3 sensor design,

• Understand implications of change in stitching plan for LAS,

• Complete characterization of MLR1 structures,

• Develop DAQ for ER1 testing and yield evaluation.

EIC SC – Project R&D
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Plans for FY24 will evolve alongside the R&D in FY23 .

The main aims for FY24 will be;
• Advance design of the EIC LAS sensor, target submission end of FY24 / beginning of FY25,
• Development and testing of vertex layer prototype mechanics, cooling, DAQ, powering with ITS3 

ER1 sensor,
• Based on the planned LAS variants, for barrel and disks:

• Conceptual module design,
• Advance barrel and disks design with iterative prototyping / testing for mechanical 

structures, and cooling options
• Further detail and develop readout and powering schemes.

Of course, this assumes a successful outcome of the FY23 R&D, which requires:
• Availability of resources early on,
• Finalization of EIC / CERN agreements – eRD113 is fully dependent on the relationship with ITS3 

(access to design files and the ITS3 sensor need negotiation in terms of legal agreements and 
monetary contribution(s)),

• Successful outcome of ITS3 ER1 submission (fallback solutions are identified, as described in the 
EIC SC Strategy Document).

EIC SC – Project R&D
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Tracking system of the EIC project detector (reference) is anticipated to be a combination of:

• A compact, large acceptance, highly granular, well-integrated, low-mass tracking and vertexing 

subsystem based on 65nm ITS3 MAPS technology,

• Outer MPGD layers and disks that remain to be optimized for track finding and angular 

resolutions into the PID subsystems – not coverered, c.f. Francesco Bossu’s talk,

EIC Silicon Consortium

• is open to collaborators new to the effort,

• aims to bring together experience / expertise and strength with the overarching goal to 

develop and construct a full tracking and vertexing detector subsystem for the EIC detector(s) 

based on 65nm MAPS sensors,

• is well-integrated into the EPIC collaboration (thus far) via the detector tracking working 

group,

• engaged in project R&D and generic R&D,

R&D provides opportunities for collaboration.  Likewise, anticipate that construction will be done by 

multiple sites worldwide (conceptually similar to the construction of ALICE ITS2).  I tend to see 

potential synergies also towards ALICE-3, covered by MinJung Kweon (Inha University) in this 

workshop.

Closing comments and Opportunities for Collaboration
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